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J U D G M E N T

1. The  instant  case  originates  from  the  chargesheet  no.5/2004 

dt.7.1.04 submitted by CBI following the investigation made 
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in two cases, i.e., R.C. no.5/E/2001-Cal and no.6/E/2001-Cal 

which were registered by the CBI on transfer of the Paltan 

Bazar P.S. Case no.199/98 and no.202/98 respectively.  These 

two  Paltan  Bazar  P.S.  Case  no.199/98  and  no.202/98  were 

filed  on  6.4.98  by  Sh.  N.  N.  Barkakaty,  the  then  Chief 

Executive Director, Assam State Co-operative Agriculture & 

Rural Development Bank (ASCARD) Ltd., Guwahati by way 

of two separate FIRs.  

2. The  case,  in  brief,  is  that  a  loan  was  sanctioned  against  one 

Samser Ali by the ASCARD bank for purchasing vehicle and 

an amount of Rs.4,08,220/- was sanctioned and paid through 

cheque  no.181981  on  26.2.96.   It  has  been  alleged  that 

Mukibur  Rahman,  the  peon  of  the   said  bank,  who  was 

attached to accused Imran Shah, had signed as Md. Samser Ali 

in the loan application, demand promissory note etc. and SB 

account opening form of the account no.5855 in the name of 

Samser  Ali.   During  the  course  of  investigation  the  I/O 

recorded  the  statement  of  witnesses  and  seized  some 

documents.   Subsequently after  completion of  investigation, 

CBI submitted chargesheet against  accused Imran Shah and 

Mukibur Rahman U/S 120B/420 IPC and U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1)

(d) of the P.C. Act,1988.  

3. It reveals from the chargesheet that investigation discloses that a 

loan application for Rs.6,09,539/- under small road transport 

operator scheme of ASCARD bank was submitted in the name 

of Md. Samser Ali for purchase of Tata Diesel Vehicle.  Pahar 

Khan, the then GM i/c recommended to approve the loan with 

compliance  of  conditions.   Sh.  K.  Saikia,  CED  i/c  ,  also 

recommended  for  approval  of  the  said  loan  subject  to  the 

approval of the Borad/E.C.  On 11.1.96, Imran Shah referred 

the matter to the retainer lawyer Sh. Ujjyal Bhuyan who had 

suggested   for   sanction of the loan subject to the compliance 

of   the conditions  given by Hassan Ali,  the then Manager 
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(i/c).   The  conditions  mentioned by  the  then  Manager  (i/c) 

Hassan Ali were --  (1) Hypothecation of vehicle, (2) Guaranty 

from a service holder, (3) Fixed Deposit of Rs.10,000/-.  The 

investigation further reveals that on 12.1.96, Imran Shah had 

recommended for sanctioning of the said loan application and 

finally  the  loan  was  approved  by  Dr.  (Mrs.)  H.  Saikia  on 

13.1.06.  A loan cheque bearing no.181981 for Rs.4,08,220/- 

was credited to the SB A/C no.5855 of Md. Samser Ali lying 

with the City Co-operative Bank.  It has been alleged that a 

sum of Rs.3,35,730/- was  withdrawn through cheques under 

the  signatures  of  Samser  Ali  which  was  done  by  Mukibur 

Rahman, as GEQD has confirmed.   There was no evidence 

that any cheque or pay order or demand drafts were issued in 

the  name  of  any  Car  Dealer  for  purchase  of  car.  The 

investigation has  further  disclosed that  Mukibur Rahman as 

Samser Ali fraudulently obtained the car loan from the bank 

and instead of purchasing any vehicle he withdrew the entire 

loan amount and no vehicle was purchased.  No hypothecation 

of any vehicle was made.  It has been alleged that Mukibur 

Rahman and Imran Shah in collusion with each other cheated 

the  ASCARD  bank  in  the  matter  of  obtaining  car  loan  of 

Rs.4,08,220/-  fraudulently  and  further  misutilized  the  said 

fund and thereby causing wrongful loss to ASCARD bank and 

corresponding wrongful gain to themselves.

4. In due course upon appearance of the accused persons copy of the 

relevant papers were furnished to the accused.  Subsequently 

after  hearing  both  sides,  formal  charges  U/S 120B/419/420 

IPC and U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1)(d)  of  the P.C.  Act,1988 were 

framed against both the accused persons.  The charges having 

been read over and explained, both accused Imran Shah and 

Mukibur Rahman pleaded not guilty.

5.1 Now in the present case the points to be decided are :- whether during the 

period  1995-96 Imran Shah and Mukibur Rahman entered into criminal 
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conspiracy intending to  fraudulently and dishonestly  cheat  the ASCARD 

bank  and  Govt.  of  Assam  by  obtaining  a  car  loan  of  Rs.4,08,220/- 

impersonating one Samser Ali thereby causing wrongful loss to the Bank 

and the Govt. with corresponding wrongful gain to themselves ?

5.2 Whether  in  pursuance  of  the  said  conspiracy  with  Imran  Shah  accused 

Mukibur Rahman signed as Samser Ali in the concerning loan application, 

demand promissory note etc. and  account opening form of SB A/C no.5855 

in  the  name  of  Samser  Ali  and  also  in  the  withdrawal  cheques  for 

withdrawing the money from the bank account. ?

5.3 Whether  the  accused  persons  in  pursuance  of  the  said  conspiracy 

fraudulently  and  dishonestly  cheated  the  ASCARD bank  as  well  as  the 

Govt. of Assam by obtaining a car loan of Rs.4,08,220/- which they had 

misutilized causing wrongful loss to the bank and  the Govt. ?

5.4 Whether  accused  Imran  Shah,  the  then  Advisor  of  ASCARD bank  and 

accused Mukibur Rahman, the Peon of the bank, being the public servants 

had committed criminal misconduct by way of abusing and misusing official 

powers and positions and had obtained undue pecuniary advantage out of 

the said car loan money without any public interest ?

6. In  order  to  substantiate  the  charge  against  the  accused  persons  the 

prosecution has examined as many as 21 witnesses including the I/O. 

The defence side has also examined two witnesses.  Statements of the 

accused persons were recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C.  The defence plea is 

total denial of the allegations. I  have  heard  the  arguments put forward 

by  the  ld.  Counsels   for  both  the  parties.   During the course of 

argument  the  ld. Special PP  for the  CBI  has  submitted  that  it has 

been  fully established  from  the  evidence  on  record  specially from 

the   evidence  of   the  GEQD  that   accused  Mukibur  Rahaman 

impersonating  himself   as    Samser   Ali   took   loan  for  purchasing 

vehicle  and thereafter defaulted in making payment  and thus cheated 

the bank. Further argument put forward by the ld.  Spl.  PP  is that  the 

evidence  on  record  also  proves   the   fact   that   accused   Mukibur 

Rahaman   was attached to Imran  Shah  and they entered into conspiracy 

and as  a  result of that conspiracy loan was sanctioned illegally  in the 

name of Samser Ali  and Mukibur Rahaman availed the said loan by 
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signing  the  papers  as  Samser  Ali.   The  ld.  Spl.  PP  has,  therefore, 

submitted that the accused persons are liable to be convicted in the case. 

Controverting the submissions of  the ld. Prosecution lawyer it has been 

argued by the ld.  Counsels  for  the accused  persons  that  from the 

evidence  of the defence  witnesses  it has been clearly established that 

there was one Samser Ali resident of Islampur,  Mongoldoi  who  took 

the said loan from the ASCARD  bank.  The ld. Defence counsels have 

further submitted that  the opinion of GEQD is wrong  and  is not based 

on any scientific  method. That apart, it  has  been  urged  by the defence 

side, that  the evidence  of  GEQD  is  a very weak piece of evidence and 

also   it  has  not  been  supported  by  any  other  evidence.   As  such  , 

according to the  defence side,  the allegations have not been proved in 

the case  and  the accused persons are entitled to acquittal.   Let us now 

discuss the evidence on record below.

7. PW-1,  Ilias  Ali  in  his  evidence  has  deposed  that  he  became 

introducer of one Samser Ali in Ext.-1, the account opening form pertaining to 

co-operative City Bank Ltd., Guwahati on the request of Imran Shah.  It is also 

stated by him that while he put his signature in the Ext.1 account opening form 

then it was blank and subsequently written down in his absence.  It is also stated 

by PW-1 that in the account opening form Samser Ali did not put signature in 

his presence.  PW-2, Harendra Nath Das has deposed that Imran Shah was the 

Ex-Officio  Director  /  Advisor  and  Mukibur  Rahman  was  sub-staff  of  the 

ASCARD Bank.  It is stated by Pw-2 that Ext.2 is the loan file in the name of 

Samser Ali and Ext.2/1 is  the  loan application in the name of  Samser  Ali who 

applied for loan in ASCARD  bank for Rs.7,42,000/-. It is stated by P.W.-2 that 

there are several irregularities in the granting of the aforesaid loan in the name 

of Samser Ali and the loan application file is incomplete.   The form is also not 

properly filled up. The said loan was sanctioned by the Advisor of ASCARD 

Bank, i.e.,  Imran Shah. There is no hypothecation of the vehicle in the said 

loan. No jamabandi or fixed deposit certificate is deposited in the said loan. 

P.W.-2  has  further  stated  that  though as  per  procedure  three  quotations  are 

required to be submitted but in this case three quotations are not given. Also the 

loanee has paid only two installments. 
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8. PW-3, Sishuram Gayan has stated that Ext.3(proved in original) is 

the S/B account opening form in the name of Samser Ali bearing A/c no.5855. 

Ext.6 to Ext.16 are the cheques of Co-operative City bank of different dates and 

denomination  issued  by  Samser  Ali  bearing  A/c  no.5855   in  the  name  of 

Niamuddin Ahmed, Samsul Ali, Musauddin Ahmed and Samser Ali.  PW-3 has 

also stated that Ext.32 to 115 are the different cheques issued by Samser Ali in 

respect  of  his  S/B  A/c  no.5855.   Ext.116  to  172  are  different  credit 

vouchers/pay-in-slips in respect of S/B A/c no.5855 maintained by Samser Ali 

in the Co-operative City Bank,  Silpukhuri  branch.   By the aforesaid pay-in-

slips/credit  vouchers  different  cheques  were  deposited  in  the  said  account. 

PW-4, Hassan Ali has stated that Mukibur Rahman was working as Peon in the 

Head office of ASCARD bank and he was attached with Imran Shah.  It is also 

stated  by  PW-4 that  Ext.29  is  the  cheque  bearing  no.181981 dt.23.2.96  for 

Rs.4,08,,220/- issued in favour of Samser Ali.  This cheque was issued jointly 

by Girish Baruah, the then Manager(Finance) and Khireswar Saikia, the then 

Chief Executive Director.  

9. PW-5,Sh. Binode Talukdar has stated that sometimes in the year 

2001 CBI personnel  came to  the  Head Office  of  ASCARD Bank and took 

specimen  signatures/handwritings   of  Mukibur  Rahman,  sub  staff,   in  his 

presence and in presence of Prafulla Patowary.  Mukibur Rahaman wrote as 

Samser Ali in the specimen sheets.  PW-5 has further stated that Ext.19 to 27 

are the said specimen signatures/handwritings  of Mukibur Rahman who  wrote 

as Samser Ali in all the sheets.  PW-6 Sh. Hirendra Nath Deka has stated that 

Ext.29 is the cheque of Assam Co-operative Apex Bank Ltd.  ASCARD bank 

maintained one account in the said bank.  The cheque Ext.29 for Rs.4,08,220/- 

was sent to their bank through Co-operative City Bank and the amount was 

cleared.    PW-7  Sh.  Bhupen  Talukdar  has  stated  that  Ext.3  is  the  account 

opening form in respect of S/B account no.5855 in the name of Samser Ali and 

Ext.4 is the specimen signature card of said Samser Ali. PW-7 has further stated 

that Ext.18 is the statement of account in respect of S/B a/c no.5855.   PW-8, 

Sh. Nitya Nanda Borkakoty has stated that he lodged two nos. of FIR.  Ext.173 

(proved in original) is the FIR lodged by him against Pahar Khan with Paltan 

Bazar P.S. and accordingly a case was registered in the said police station vide 

no.199/98  dt.12.4.98.   Similarly,  on  the  same  day,  he  also  lodged  Ext.174 
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(proved in original) FIR against Khireswar Saikia and a case was registered at 

Paltan Bazar P.S, vide no.202/98.  

10. PW-9,  Sh.  Ananda  Bhuban  Das  has  stated  that  after  carefully 

going  through  the  materials  placed  before  him  by  the  CBI  including  the 

statement of witnesses, documents etc. and after applying his mind with regard 

to the allegations and the supporting materials he accorded prosecution sanction 

against Mukibur Rahman, peon of ASCARD bank and   Ext.175 in 4 sheets is 

the said prosecution sanction order.  PW-10, Sh. Prafulla Patowary has stated 

that the specimen signatures of Mukibur Rahman was obtained in ASCARD 

bank in his presence and he put his signatures in Ext.-19  as witness.  PW-11, 

Sh. Ashit Ranjan Sarkar has stated in his evidence that the procedure followed 

for the purpose of giving loan is that the various branches  of the ASCARD 

bank used to process the loan file and sent the same to the Head office for 

approval and sanction . After receiving the loan files from different branches 

the Head office scrutinized the loan papers and after proper scrutiny the loans 

were approved and sanctioned.  The practice that was vogue at the relevant time 

was that the Advisor used to approve the loan and on his approval the loans 

were sanctioned. At the said relevant point of time the Advisor was Imran Shah. 

PW-11 has further stated that Ext.2 is the loan file under the scheme of SRTO 

and Samser Ali was the applicant of the said loan and Ext.2/1 is his application. 

It is stated that Ext.2(17) is the loan sanction order bearing no.985/96.  Imran 

Shah put up the file for approval of the loan on 18.2.96 and the Chairperson 

approved  the  same  on  19.2.96..   The  amount  of   loan  sanctioned  was 

Rs.5,08,370/-.  The purpose of loan was to  purchase  a  Tata Diesel truck.  

11.    PW-11  has  further  stated  in  his  evidence  that  Ext.2(1)  loan 

application  of  Samser  Ali  was  not  properly  completed.   There  was  no 

hypothecation  deed maintained in  the  said  loan  file.  Though at  the  time of 

sanctioning the loan the Director imposed condition for deposit of Rs.100/- per 

day with the view of adjusting the same along with the loan recovered amount, 

but Ext.2 does not show that any daily deposit of Rs.100/- was opened in the 

name of the applicant.  It is stated by Pw-11 that though Ext.2 discloses that the 

loan sanctioned was for an amount of Rs.5,08,370/- which was approved by the 

then Chairperson but the loan sanction order Ext.2/17 was issued for an amount 
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of  Rs.  7,42,000/-  by  Khireswar  Saikia,the  then  Chief  Executive  Director  in 

concurrence with General Manager Pahar Khan. Ext.29 is the loan cheque paid 

in favour of Samser Ali for Rs.4,08,420/-.    PW-11  has  also  stated  that 

Mukibur Rahman was working as Peon in the house of Advisor Imran Shah and 

Mukibur  Rahman  used  to  do  all  the  works  as  allotted  to  him  by  the  said 

Advisor.  PW-12, Abdul Ali Ahmed has stated that Mukibur Rahman was the 

Peon of the ASCARD Bank and during the relevant point of time he mostly 

worked in the house of Imran Shah.  PW-13, Subhash Ch. Malakar has stated in 

his  evidence  that  the  specimen  signatures  of  Mukibur  Rahman,  staff  of 

ASCARD bank, was obtained by CBI Official in his presence and he put his 

signature as witness to the same. Ext.176 is the specimen writings in four pages 

of said Mukibur Rahaman.   PW-14 Sh. Joy Ram Das  has  deposed  that  he 

investigated   this  case  to  certain  extent  and  seized  certain  documents  and 

examined   few  witnesses.   His  further  statement  is  that   as  the  case  was 

transferred to CBI   so he handed over the case diary of this case to Sh. P. S. 

Bose,  Inspector  of  CBI.

12.  PW-15,  Sh. Jayanta Kr. Sarma has stated in his evidence that 

Ext.176 is the specimen signatures and writings  of Mukibur Rahman, the Peon 

of ASCARD Bank, and he (PW-15) stood as witness to the same. It  is also 

stated by P.W.-15 that at the relevant time Mukibur Rahaman was attached with 

Advisor Imran Shah.  PW-16, Sh. Parimal Choudhury has stated in his evidence 

that Ext.173 is the certified copy of FIR in respect of Paltan Bazar P.S. Case 

No.199/98 dt.12.4.98 against Pahar Khan, the then Chief Executive Director, 

ASCARD Bank.  Ext.174 is the certified copy of FIR of Paltan Bazar P.S. Case 

No.202/98 registered against Khireswar Saikia.  P.W.-17  Md. Liakat Hussain 

has  stated  in  his  evidence  that  any person desiring  to  obtain loan from the 

ASCARD bank has to be a member of the bank and he must be a shareholder of 

the bank. It is also stated by P.W. 17 that in order to secure any  kind of loan 

the applicant is required to submit documents relating to immovable properties, 

i.e.  ,  landed  properties.  If  the  value  of   the   immovable   property  is   not 

sufficient to secure loan then the applicant has to furnish additional collateral 

security  such as Fixed deposit  and guarantee in the form of persons having 

Govt. service.  PW-17, Md. Liakat Hussain has further deposed in his evidence 

that Ext.2 is the file of ASCARD Bank for the purpose of SRTO loan in the 
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name of Samser Ali and Ext.2/1 is the said loan application of Samser Ali.  It is 

stated by PW-17 that before the loan is disbursed or sanctioned to the loanee, 

appraisal  cum pre-sanction report  is  prepared on the basis  of the particulars 

mentioned in the loan application form.  The said appraisal  is  prepared by the 

Branch Manager of the particular branch.  The appraisal form does not bear any 

signature  of  the  person  as  well  as  his  official  seal  who  prepared  the  said 

appraisal.   

13. PW-17 has further stated that the loan application of Samser Ali 

does not contain any document as regard to the landed property.  PW-17 has 

also stated that  Ext.28 is  the  personal  file  of  Mukibur  Rahman who joined 

ASCARD Bank on 9.6.92 and was attached to Imran Shah, the Advisor of the 

Bank from 1992 upto May,1995.   PW-18, Sh. Upendra Nath Goswami  has 

stated in his evidence that in Ext.2/1, loan application form in page no.7 there is 

signature of Samser Ali and the said signature appears to be the same with the 

writings of Mukibur Rahman.  PW-18 has further stated that in his presence 

Mukibur Rahman gave specimen signatures/writings  Ext.178  and  he  put  his 

signature  as  witness. 

14.   PW-19, Sh. Narendra Kumar has stated that in the GEQD office 

at  Shimla  while  he  was  working  in  the  capacity  of  Dy.  GEQD,  then  he 

examined the questioned documents and specimen writings sent by SP, CBI, 

Kolkata,  vide letter dt.20.6.2001.  It  is stated by PW-19 that along with the 

questioned documents specimen writings of one Mukibur Rahman, marked as 

S-38  to  S-53  ware  received  in  the  office  of  GEQD.   He  compared  those 

specimen with the questioned documents marked as Q.139, Q.139/1, Q.139/2, 

Q.140 to Q.142, Q.203 and Q.204.  According to PW-19, after comparing they 

gave the opinion that the person who wrote the blue enclosed writings stamped 

and marked as  S-39 to  S-53 also  wrote  the  red  enclosed  writings  similarly 

stamped  and marked Q.139,  Q.139/1,  Q.139/2,  Q.140  to  Q.142,  Q.203 and 

Q.204.   PW-19 has proved his  opinion dt.31.12.2001 as Ext.179 (proved in 

original).   PW-19 has further stated in his evidence that some more documents 

containing specimen writings as well as questioned documents were received in 

the office of GEQD which also contained specimen writings of one Mukibur 

Rahman marked as S-38 to S-53 and questioned documents.  It has been stated 
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by Pw-19 that on receipt of the specimen writings and questioned documents 

the same were compared by him. The said specimen writings were compared 

with  Q.371,  Q.372,  Q.374  to  Q.455.   PW-19  has  also  stated  that  after 

comparing the  questioned documents  and specimen writings  he has  given a 

further supplementary opinion (Ext.181, proved in original) on 17.7.02.  It is 

stated that Ext.181 is the same copy of Ext.46 exhibited in Spl. Case no.9/05. 

According to  Pw-19,  after  comparing  the  specimen writings  and questioned 

documents  he  had  given  the  opinion  that  the  person  who  wrote  the  blue 

enclosed  writings  stamped  and  marked  as  S-38  to  S-53  also  wrote  the  red 

enclosed writings  similarly  stamped and marked as  Q.371,  Q.372,  Q.374 to 

Q.455.  It is stated by PW-19 that marked Y is the copy of original document 

marked as X/3 exhibited in Spl. Case no.9/05.  

15. PW-20  Sh. Partha Sarathi Bose  has stated that he took up the 

investigation of the case and during the course of investigation he seized some 

documents  and also  recorded the  statements  of  witnesses.   He  obtained the 

specimen signatures of Mukibur Rahman which is Ext.19 to 27.  It is stated by 

PW-20 that he  obtained the specimen writings of Mukibur Rahman which were 

exhibited  as  Ext.176  &  178.   According  to  PW-20,  during  the  course  of 

investigation he sent the specimen writings of Mukibur Rahman to GEQD for 

opinion.  It is stated by him that he investigated the case upto May,2003 and 

thereafter he handed over the investigation of the case to Sh. S. Roy, Inspector, 

CBI.   

16. PW-21 Sh. S. Roy has stated in his evidence that the case was 

entrusted to him on 30.6.03 for the purpose of investigation. 

When he received the case for further investigation then the 

major  part  of  the  investigation  was  already  over  and  after 

going through the evidences collected during the investigation 

made by his  predecessor Sh.  P.S.  Bose,  he found sufficient 

materials  and  accordingly  he  submitted  the  chargesheet 

(Ext.185)   in  the  case  against  accused  Imran  Shah  and 

Mukibur  Rahman.   PW.-21  has  further  contended   that 

documents marked as Z/9 & Z/10 are proved in original copy 

of the FIRs of R.C.5/E/2001-Cal (Ext.183) and R.C.6/E/2001-
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Cal (Ext.184) respectively.    Pw-21 has deposed that during 

the course of investigation it was found that a loan application 

for  Rs.6,09,539/-  under  small  road  transport  scheme  of 

ASCARD bank was submitted in the name of Samser Ali for 

purchase of TATA Diesel vehicle and a loan cheque bearing 

no.181981  for  Rs.4,08,220/-  was  credited  to  the  SB  A/C 

no.5855 of Md. Samser Ali lying at City Co-operative Bank. 

After credit of the said amount a sum of Rs.3,35,730/- were 

withdrawn  through  cheque  issued  under  the  signature  of 

Samser Ali which was done by Mukibur Rahman and GEQD 

has confirmed the said fact. It is also stated  by  PW-21 that 

during investigation no evidence was found that any cheques 

or  pay  orders  or  DDs were  issued in  the  name of  any car 

dealer for purchase of the car.  

17. One  Sh.   Kabiruddin    Ahmed  has  been examined from the 

defence side as  DW-1.  His evidence is that   one Samsul 

Ali ,younger brother of Minara  Begum  brought one  recovery 

notice of the loan  taken  by Lt.  Samser Ali ,husband of said 

Minara   Begum.   The  said  notice  was  issued   by   the 

Executive  Director of  ASCARD  bank  regarding  Bakijai 

proceeding   against   Samser  Ali  for  recovery  of  the  loan 

amount   and   Ext.  A  is  the  said  recovery  notice  dtd. 

11.10.2012  in two sheets.  According to DW-1, on perusal of 

the  relevant  record he submitted  Ext.  B  reply  which was 

received by the bank on 06.11.2012.   Another witness  Sh. 

Baharul Islam (DW-2) has stated that he knows Samser Ali, a 

resident of Islampur, Baniapara,  Mongoldoi,  Dist.- Darrang 

who was a contractor.  He came in contact with Samser Ali 

about   20 years  back.   It   has  been averred by DW-2 that 

Samser  Ali told him that a loan was sanctioned  to  him by the 

ASCARD   bank  for  an  amount  of  Rs.7,42,000/-  and  also 

showed  him Ext.C letter of intimation dtd. 20.01.96 issued by 

the Chief Executive Director  of ASCARD bank.  DW-2 has 

further  stated  that   out  of  the  sanctioned  amount  of 
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Rs.7,42,000/- Samser Ali got only Rs. 5,03,000/- and as  the 

full  amount  was not  sanctioned by the  bank so Samser Ali 

could not purchase any truck.  The evidence of DW-2 goes to 

show  that  on  17.08.05  the  bank  issued   Ext.D   notice  to 

Samser Ali for repayment of the total outstanding  and Samser 

Ali submitted a reply on 13.09.05 stating that he wanted to 

repay the principal amount subject to exemption of interest. 

DW-2 has stated that Samser Ali received Ext.-E notice u/s 91 

CrPC  issued  under  the  signature  of  Partha  Sarathi  Bose, 

Inspector CBI asking him to appear before him on 15.01.2002 

at  camp office  Hotel  Prag,  Guwahati  and  on  the  said  date 

Samser Ali appeared before Partha Sarathi Bose and told him 

that  due to  shortage  of  time he was  unable  to  produce  the 

called for documents.  It has been claimed by DW-2 that on 

being  authorized  by  Samser  Ali   he  went  to  Kolkata  on 

07.02.2002 and met Mr. Bose at the CBI office situated at Salt 

Lake and submitted all  the documents   which were  handed 

over to him by Samser Ali.  DW-2 has submitted  Ext.-F death 

certificate  of Samser Ali stating that Samser Ali expired on 

01.02.2009 at GMCH Hospital.   According to DW-2,  Late 

Samser Ali filed a Writ Petition before the Hon’ble Gauhati 

High  Court   challenging  the  notice  issued  by  the  Asstt. 

Registrar  of  Cooperative  Societies  on  04.12.99  whereby  a 

Bakijai  case  bearing  no.  209/92  was  initiated  against  him. 

Though the said Writ Petition was  dismissed vide order dated 

15.06.99 passed in Civil Rule no. 3773  of 1986 but Samser 

Ali challenged the said order before the Division Bench filing 

Writ Appeal no. 253/2000  and the said Writ Appeal was also 

dismissed vide order (Ext.I )  dated 21.03.2001.

18.               From the evidence of PW-1  it reveals that though  he was the 

introducer of Samser Ali  at  the Co-operative City Bank Ltd.  in  the account 

opening  form   but  the  signature  of  Samser  Ali  appearing  in  the  account 

opening form  was  not given  in  his presence.  It is also stated by  him  that  at 

the  request   of   Imran  Shah   he   became   the  introducer.  In  his  cross-
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examination  PW-1  has  stated  that  he  knows  one  Samser  Ali  a  resident  of 

village-Nagarbahi  in the district of Mongoldoi. PW-2 has stated regarding the 

irregularities committed in granting the loan to Samser Ali.  However during 

cross-examination PW-2  has stated that accused Makibur Rahaman was not 

involved in processing  the loan file and  he himself  also  never dealt  with the 

said file.  According to PW-2,  accused  Imran Shah forwarded the loan file to 

the advocate Mr. Ujjal Bhuyan for his opinion  and after obtaining  the opinion 

from the legal  advisor   Imran Shah agreed with the proposal subject  to the 

compliance of the  conditions  as required under the provision of law before 

disbursement.   PW-3  has  stated regarding the  seizure of   cheques  of  Co-

operative City Bank issued by  Samser Ali, the account opening form in the 

name of Samser  Ali,  different credit vouchers/ pay in slips  in respect of the  

S/B  account  of  Samser Ali  and letters.  During cross-examination PW-3 has 

however  stated  that  the  account  holder  is  required  to  come  personally  for 

opening the account. It is also stated by PW-3 that all the aforesaid cheques and 

pay  in  slips  were  processed  after  observing  the  official  procedure  and 

formalities.  The  evidence  of  PW-4 goes  to  show that   he   knows Makibur 

Rahaman who was working as peon  attached  with  Imran Shah,  the  then 

Advisor of the bank.  PW-3 has further  stated regarding  Ext.-29 cheque issued 

in favour of Samser Ali.   In his  cross-examination PW-4 has stated that  he 

came to know that  Samser Ali  also executed the construction work of the 

head  office  building  of  the  ASCARD bank  after  Imran  Shah  had  left  said 

construction work and joined the bank as  Advisor.  From the evidence of PW-5 

it  reveals  that  in  his  presence  the  CBI  obtained  the  specimen 

signatures/handwritings of accused Makibur Rahaman.   According to PW-5, 

Ext.19  to  Ext.27   are  the  specimen  signatures/handwritings  of  Makibur 

Rahaman  who  wrote  as  Samser  Ali  in  all the sheets.  Though  the defence 

side cross-examined PW-5 but aforesaid specimen signatures/handwritings  of 

Makibur Rahaman have not been disputed.  Pw-6  has stated about  Ext.  29 

cheque for Rs. 4,08,220/-. According to PW-6  the  aforesaid  cheque  amount 

was  debited  from  Apex  bank  to  Co-operative  City  bank.    During  cross-

examination of PW6  the defence side  did not dispute  Ext.-29 cheque. PW-7 

Bhupen Talukdar has deposed regarding Ext.-3 account opening form in respect 

of  S/B  account  no.  5855  in  the  name  of  Samser  Ali.   He  has  also  stated 

regarding Ext.-4 specimen signature  card of  account  holder  Samser Ali  and 
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Ext.-  18  statement  of   the  said  S/B  account  of  Samsar  Ali.  During  cross-

examination  the  defence  side  has  not  disputed  the  facts  stated  in  the  chief. 

However it is stated that the said account was closed on 24.04.98.  The evidence 

of PW-8  is that he filed  two FIRs at Paltan Bazar police station  and Ext. 

173(proved in original) and  Ext. 174(proved in original) are the said two FIRs. 

The defence side has not  disputed the lodging of  the FIR.  However  it is 

stated by PW-8 that  the FIR named accused persons are not accused in this 

case.    PW-9 has  stated  that  he  passed   prosecution  sanction  order  against 

accused  Makibur   Rahaman.  During  cross-examination  though  PW-9  was 

suggested by the defence side that without  applying  his mind and without 

going through the relevant documents  he accorded the said sanction  but PW-9 

denied the same.  From the evidence of PW-10 it transpires that  he was present 

when the  specimen writings of  Makibur Rahaman was obtained  by the CBI. 

Defence side has not disputed the aforesaid specimen   handwritings.  Pw-12 

has stated that  he knows Makibur Rahaman who was  working as peon  at  

ASCARD   bank and was attached  to Imran   Shah.   The above facts  have not 

been disputed  by the defence side  during cross-examination.  The evidence of 

PW-13 goes to show that  in his presence the specimen  writings of  Makibur 

Rahaman was obtained.  However during cross-examination this fact has not 

been disputed.   So far as PW-14 is concerned it reveals from his evidence that 

he investigated  this case to a certain extent and later on as the investigation of 

the case was transferred   to  CBI so he handed over case diary of  this case to 

Sh. P. S. Bose, Inspector of CBI.   The defence side declined to cross-examine 

him.   According to PW15 ,  he was present   when the CBI  official  obtained 

the  specimen  writings  and  signatures  of  Makibur  Rahaman.   Said  Makibur 

Rahaman was attached with  the advisor  Imran Shah.  In his  cross-examination 

PW-15 has stated that  the CBI has shown Makibur Rahaman the signature of 

Samser Ali  and obtained his specimen signatures.  The statement of PW-16 is 

that in the year 1998   he was working as officer- in-charge  at  Paltan Bazar 

Police  station  and  on  receipt  of  the  complaints  filed  by  Sh.   N.  N. 

Barkakaty,CED, ASCARD  bank,  he  registered Paltan Bazar P.S. case nos. 

199/98  and  202/98.   However from the cross-examination of PW-16 it reveals 

that  he did not investigate the case and also he has got no personal knowledge 

regarding the case.  
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19. PW-11 in his evidence has stated that the practice that was vogue at the 

relevant time was that the Advisor used to approve the loan and on his 

approval the loan was sanctioned.  It is also stated by PW-11 that at the 

relevant point  of  time the Advisor  was Sh.  Imran Shah.   PW-11 has 

further stated regarding Ext.2, loan file of Sh. Samsher Ali  and  about 

Ext.2/1  his loan application.  From the evidence of PW-11 we also come 

to know that Ext.2/17 is the loan sanction order.  It is stated that Sh. 

Imran Shah put up the file for approval of the loan on 18.2.96 and the 

Chairperson  approved  the  same  on  19.2.96.   The  amount  of  loan 

sanctioned was for Rs.5,08,370/-  and the said loan was sanctioned for 

purchase of Tata Diesel vehicle.  It has been alleged by PW-11 that after 

going through the Ext.2 loan file and Ext.2/1, loan application it is found 

that  the  loan  application  was  not  properly  completed,  there  is  no 

hypothecation deed, there is no document in the loan file etc.   PW-11 in 

his evidence has further stated that the loan sanction order was issued by 

Sh. Khireswar Saikia, the then CED.  He(PW-11) also knows Mukibur 

Rahman  who  was  working  as  Peon  in  the  bank  attached   with  the 

Advisor  Sh.  Imran  Shah.   From  the  cross-examination  of  PW-11  it 

reveals that in the year 1995 there was a loan sanctioning committee who 

used to approve the loans.  Before sanctioning the loan of  Samsher Ali 

the concerned file was sent to the Retainer Advocate, Mr. Ujjal Bhuyan 

who gave his  opinion that  the proposal  may be sanctioned subject  to 

fulfilment of conditions noted in Ext.2, loan file.  However, in his cross 

PW-11 has categorically stated that he never dealt with Ext.2 loan file 

and from the note appearing in Ext.2 it reveals that after sanctioning of 

the loan on 19.2.96 the said file never came to the Advisor.  PW-17  Md. 

Liaqut Hussain has also stated in the same way that Ext.2 is the loan file 

in the name of applicant Samsher Ali for the purpose of SRTO loan.  The 

loan  application  was  filed  for  the  purpose  of  purchasing  Tata  diesel 

Chassis.  The loan application (Ext.2/1) is not properly filled up  and it 

also does not contain any document as regard to the landed property. 

The loan proposal was processed by the Manager (TME) and the same 

was forwarded to the then General Manager, Sh. Pahar Khan who sent it 

to Sh. Khireswar Saikia, the then CED i/c of the ASCARD Bank.  PW-

17 has further stated that Sh. Imran Shah who was working as Advisor 
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and Ex-Officio Director of the Bank forwarded the matter to the then 

Retainer Counsel of the bank.  The evidence of PW-17 further goes to 

show  that  the  sanction  order  was  issued  by  the  then  CED  i/c  Sh. 

Khireswar Saikia and the entire processing of the sanction of the loan 

was irregular and the application was also not duly filled up.  From the 

evidence of PW-17 it reveals that he knows Mukibur Rahman, Peon who 

was  attached  with  Imran  Shah,  the  then  Advisor.   From  the  cross-

examination of PW-17  however we come to know  that he never dealt 

with the Ext.2 loan file of Samsher Ali.   It  is stated that the General 

Manager of the loan branch (TME) is required to observe the directions 

in respect of disbursement of the loan to the loanee.   On 19.2.96, the 

Chairperson  accorded  the  proposal  for  release  of  remittance  against 

SRTO loan of Samsher Ali subject to the compliance of the condition 

and  thereafter  there  is  no  indication  in  the  note  sheets  regarding 

compliance  of  the  said  conditions.   PW-18 has  also  stated  regarding 

Ext.2/1 loan application of Samsher Ali. It reveals from the evidence of 

PW-18  that  in  his  presence  Mukibur  Rahman  gave  his  specimen 

signature / writings (Ext.178).  Though PW-18 has been cross-examined 

but the taking of  specimen signature / writings of Mukibur Rahman has 

not been denied.  PW-20 and PW-21 are the Investigating Officers of 

this case.  From their evidence it reveals that the specimen signatures / 

writings  of  Mukibur Rahman were  sent to  the GEQD along with the 

questioned  documents  for  his  opinion.   However,  during  cross-

examination though PW-20  was suggested by the  defence side that 

Mukibur Rahman was compelled to imitate the signature of Samsher Ali 

while taking the specimen signature / writing of Mukibur Rahman and 

also Mukibur Rahman did not give the specimen signature voluntarily, 

but PW-20 denied the same.  From the cross-examination of PW-20 it 

further reveals that he visited Islampur, Mangoldoi which is the address 

of Samsher Ali appearing in the loan documents and other documents of 

ASCARD bank, but Samsher Ali could not be traced out.  

20. PW-19 is the GEQD who examined the specimen signatures / writings of 

Mukibur Rahman along with the questioned documents and submitted 

his opinion.   It has been stated by PW-19 that according to him , the 
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person who wrote the blue enclosed writings stamped and marked as S-

38 to S-53 also wrote the red enclosed writings similarly stamped and 

marked as Q.139, Q.139/1, Q.139/2, Q.140 to Q.142, Q.203 and Q.204. 

PW-19  has  exhibited  his  opinion  as  Ext.179  (proved  in  original). 

According to PW-19 the said report was forwarded to the office of SP, 

CBI, EOW, Kolkata along with Ext.180 (proved in original), forwarding 

letter. It has been stated by the GEQD that for basing the opinion they 

have considered both individual and general writing habits in both the 

questioned writings / signatures and standard writings / signatures which 

were found similar in both the sets.   From the evidence of PW-19 it 

further  reveals  that  some  more  documents   in  respect  of  Mukibur 

Rahaman  were received in the office of the GEQD. It is stated by PW-

19 that the said specimen writings were compared with Q.371, Q.372, 

Q.374 to Q.455 and after comparing the questioned documents and the 

specimen  writings  he  gave  further  supplementary  opinion,  i.e. 

Ext.181(proved in original). As per opinion of  GEQD the person who 

wrote the blue enclosed writings stamped and marked as S-38 to S-53 

also wrote the red enclosed writings similarly stamped and marked as 

Q.371, Q.372, Q.374 to Q.455. This opinion was also forwarded to the 

SP,CBI ,EOW ,Kolkata.  In his cross-examination, PW-19 has stated that 

he has taken enlarged photograph of the specimen writings as well as 

questioned  documents  during  examination.   No  admitted  writings  of 

Mukibur Rahman was forwarded to him for comparison and opinion, as 

the specimen were sufficient to arrive at a definite conclusion.  Though 

PW-19 was suggested by the defence side that his opinion is not based 

upon  scientific  methods  and  the  examination  was  not  done  by  using 

scientific instruments and also the reasons for opinion has been prepared 

by him subsequently, but PW-19 denied the same.

21. From the  above  discussion  of  evidence  on  record  we  find  no  direct 

evidence to show that  Mukibur Rahman as Samsher Ali  obtained the 

loan from the ASCARD bank for purchasing Tata Diesel vehicle.  No 

any  witness  has  stated  anything  to  the  effect  that  Mukibur  Rahman 

signed the loan application, i.e. Ext.2/1 for the purpose of loan and he 

availed the loan in the name of Samsher Ali and used the loan amount 
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without  purchasing  any  vehicle.   According  to  the  I/O  (PW-20)  he 

visited the place Islampur, Mongoldoi which is the address of Samsher 

Ali appearing in the loan documents and other documents of ASCARD 

bank.  It is stated by Pw-20 that village Islampur is a large area and he 

could  not  trace  out  Samsher  Ali.   On  the  other  hand  by  adducing 

evidence by way of examination of DW-1 and DW-2 the defence side 

has tried to prove the fact that there is a person named Samsher Ali  a 

resident of Islampur, Mongoldoi, who availed the said loan.  However, 

though  from  the  evidence  of  DW-1  it  reveals  that  one  Samsul  Ali 

brought   one recovery notice  of  the  loan taken by Late  Samsher Ali 

issued by the Executive Director, ASCARD Bank and according to DW-

1 on perusal of the relevant record, he prepared a reply of the notice and 

submitted in the bank, but the evidence of DW-1 clearly shows that he 

does not know said Samsher Ali and also he prepared the reply on the 

basis of the letter received from the bank, i.e Ext.A and on instruction 

furnished to him.  So from the evidence of DW-1  it simply transpires 

that he only prepared the reply of the notice which was sent to Samsher 

Ali against the loan availed by him from the bank and he does not know 

who is that Samsher Ali.  However, DW-2 has claimed that he knows 

Samsher  Ali,  a  resident  of  Islampur,  Baniapara,  Mongoldoi,  Dist-

Darrang and said Samsher Ali was a contractor.  DW-2 has also claimed 

in his evidence that Samsher Ali told him that he obtained a loan from 

the ASCARD bank for an amount of Rs.7,42,000/- and he showed Ext.C, 

letter of intimation dt.20.1.96 issued by the CED, ASCARD bank. It is 

also contended by DW-2 that Samsher Ali had received a notice U/S 91 

Cr. P.C. issued under the signature of  Sh. P.S. Bose,  Inspector, CBI, 

asking   him  to  appear  on  15.1.02  at  Camp  office,  Hotel  Prag  at 

Guwahati.   According  to  DW-2,  late  Samsher  Ali  on  8.4.08  at 

Mongoldoi  had sworn Ext.G,  affidavit  regarding the opening of  bank 

account at City Co-operative Bank, Silpukhuri branch, Guwahati bearing 

A/c no.5855.   DW-2 has  also filed Ext.H, the certified copy of  Writ 

Appeal against the Bakijai case initiated against Samsher Ali and also 

Ext.I, the order passed in the Writ Appeal.    From the cross-examination 

of DW-2 it reveals that he is the Counsel for accused Imran Shah of this 

case.  It also reveals from the cross-examination of DW-2 that he did not 
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accompany Samsher Ali when he allegedly went to Hotel Prag to meet 

Sh. P. S. Bose, Inspector, CBI.  Again, DW-2 has stated in his cross that 

when he produced certain documents to Mr. P.S. Bose, then Mr. Bose 

did not issue any seizure memo and inspite of knowing the procedure 

that  a  police  officer  is  required  to  issue  seizure  memo  after  taking 

possession of a document he did not lodge any complaint to any Senior 

officer against Sh. P.S. Bose for non-issuance of seizure memo.  The 

prosecution has totally denied the fact that DW-2 had visited the office 

of CBI, Kolkata and handed over any documents on behalf of Samsher 

Ali.  DW-2 has also failed to show any document to prove the fact that in 

connection with Ext.H & Ext.I documents, Samsher Ali appeared before 

the Hon’ble High Court either  at the time of  filing the Writ Appeal or 

the Civil Rule.  Neither any copy of the Vakalatnama filed before the 

Hon’ble Gauhati High Court by Samsher Ali has been exhibited by DW-

2.   The defence side  also has not exhibited any document such as voter 

list,  certificate  from  gaonburah  etc.  to  show  that  said  Samsher  Ali 

resided at Islampur, Baniapara, Mongoldoi at the relevant point of time. 

Though DW-2 has claimed that Ext.3/A, 3/B, 4/A, 32/A/1 to 32/A/84, 

2/A, 2/39/A are the signatures of late Samsher Ali, but it reveals from his 

evidence  that   he  was  not  present  when  those  signatures  were  put. 

Though in their  respective  evidence DW-1 & DW-2  have  tried  to 

prove  the  fact  that  they  know  Samsher  Ali,  resident  of  Islampur, 

Mongoldoi who allegedly took the loan from the ASCARD bank and 

they came in contact with Samsher Ali and worked for him in connection 

with the said loan, but these facts have not been raised during the cross-

examination of any of the prosecution witnesses.  Moreover, the facts 

stated by DW-2 that Samsher Ali reported him that he was granted loan 

by the ASCARD bank for an amount of Rs.7,42,000/- and he got only 

Rs.5,03,000/-,  is only a hearsay evidence and the defence side has failed 

to prove the said fact by adducing other evidence .  Also the evidence of 

DW-1 and DW-2 does not go to show that they were present when said 

Samsher Ali as claimed by them allegedly signed in the account opening 

form or loan application form etc. Ext.G, affidavit  goes to show that 

Samsher  Ali  opened  an  account  bearing  no.5855  with  the  City 

Cooperative Bank Ltd. and all the transaction in the said account were 
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made by him.  But  this Ext.G  also  has  not been proved in the case 

properly. It is also not proved properly as to who put the said signature in 

Ext.G in the name of Samsher Ali.  Again Ext.AA which goes to show 

that Samsher Ali wrote about the loan taken from the ASCARD bank to 

the  Minister,  Cooperation Department,  Govt.  of  Assam,  but  the said 

exhibit is also a xerox copy and it has not  been  properly proved.  Under 

the circumstances, the evidence of DW-1 and DW-2 do not substantiate 

the facts that it  is Samsher Ali of Islampur, Mongoldoi, who actually 

opened the account no.5855 with the City Cooperative Bank Ltd. and 

availed  loan from the ASCARD bank for purchasing  vehicle.  PW-1 

Md.  Illias Ali was the introducer of the account of Samsher Ali bearing 

account no. 5855. From the  evidence of PW-1 it reveals that  in the 

account  opening  form  Samsher  Ali   did  not  put   signature   in  his 

presence.   

               

22. In the present case  the allegation against  accused Mukibur Rahaman  is 

that   he availed loan from the  ASCARD bank   impersonating himself 

as   Samsher Ali.  Though  there is no direct evidence on record  to prove 

the said fact  but  the evidence  of  PW- 19, the GEQD, clearly  goes to 

show that  it is  Mukibur Rahaman   who  availed the said loan from the 

ASCARD  bank  impersonating himself as  Samsher Ali.  But during the 

course of argument  the learned  counsel appearing  for the accused has 

submitted that accused  Mukibur  Rahaman  can not be convicted solely 

on the basis of opinion of the Handwriting  Expert  since the  expert 

evidence is only an opinion evidence and it can  rarely take the place of 

substantive evidence. In  support of their  claim the defence  side has 

relied on a case law  reported in ‘AIR  1964  SUPREME  COURT  529’ 

wherein  in para 21  it has been observed  by the Hon’ble  Supreme 

Court  that-“……..Besides  it  is  necessary  to  observe  that   expert’s 

evidence as to handwriting  is opinion evidence and it can rarely, if ever, 

take the place of substantive evidence.  Before acting on such evidence it 

is usual to see  if it is corroborated either by clear direct evidence or by 

circumstantial evidence….”   On the other hand the learned Special  PP , 

CBI   has submitted that  there is no hard and fast rule that  the expert 

evidence  can  not  be  relied   on without  any  corroboration. The 
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Prosecution side has  also  cited one  caselaw   reported in  “ AIR 1980 

SUPREME  COURT  531.”  In the said caselaw  it has been observed by 

the Hon’ble Apex Court  in para-11 that- “ We are firmly of the opinion 

that  there  is  no  rule  of  law,  nor  any  rule  of  prudence  which  has 

crystallized into a rule of law, that  opinion evidence of  a  handwriting 

expert   must never  be acted upon,  unless  substantially   corroborated. 

But,  having   due  regard   to  the  imperfect  nature  of  the  science   of 

identification  of  handwriting,  the  approach,  as  we  indicated  earlier, 

should be  one  of  caution.  Reasons  for  the  opinion must  be  carefully 

probed  and  examined.  All other relevant evidence  must be considered. 

In appropriate cases,  corroboration  may be sought.  In  cases where the 

reasons  for  the opinion are convincing  and there is no reliable evidence 

throwing  a  doubt,  the  uncorroborated  testimony   of  an  handwriting 

expert may  be  accepted….”   Drawing the attention of the court  to the 

aforementioned  observation  the ld. Spl. PP,  CBI   has  submitted that 

in the present case the  unshaken  evidence of the handwriting expert 

clearly  proves the allegations against accused  Mukibur  Rahaman  and 

the  same  can easily be based on for holding the accused  guilty.  On 

perusal of the evidence  of  PW-19, the  handwriting expert, however it 

reveals that after  comparing the     specimen   signatures/writings  of 

Mukibur Rahaman  written as  Samsher  Ali  with the signatures  of 

Samsher Ali appearing in the  questioned documents  i.e., the account 

opening form and specimen signature card of the account bearing no. 

5855  in   the  name of Samsher Ali,   the  exhibited cheques  of  the 

account  bearing  no.-5855,  the  loan  application  form   filed   in  the 

ASCARD  bank  in the name of Samsher  Ali   it was found  that   the 

specimen signatures/writings  of Mukibur Rahaman  written as Samsher 

Ali  fully tallied with the signatures  of Samsher Ali appearing in  the 

questioned documents.  The handwriting expert has also exhibited the 

reasons for his opinion. The   handwriting expert has been fully cross-

examined by  the  defence.  Though during cross-examination  and also 

in the statement of the accused Mukibur Rahaman  the defence side has 

taken the  plea  that  the  opinion  is  wrong and  it  is  not  based  on  any 

scientific  method  but    nothing  significant  has   come  out  from  the 

evidence  of  the  Expert  to  disbelieve  his  evidence  or  to  doubt  the 
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authenticity of the examination.    As such, I  find  that  the convincing 

and unshaken evidence of the handwriting expert  proves the  allegations 

against   accused  Mukibur  Rahaman and  in view  of  the  aforesaid 

observation of the  Apex Court  made in the caselaw reported in AIR 

1980  SC  531   the opinion of the expert i.e. PW-19, according to me, 

can  be   accepted  without  corroboration  and  also   can  be  based  for 

conviction.  I  also  do not find any  illegality or  any  laches in the 

sanction for prosecution passed against accused Mukibur Rahaman.   So 

far as accused  Imran Shah is concerned  the  allegation against him  is 

that  he and Mukibur Rahaman  entered into a criminal conspiracy  and 

in pursuance to that  conspiracy  Mukibur  Rahaman   availed loan  from 

the ASCARD  bank  for purchasing a vehicle  impersonating himself as 

Samsher  Ali and thus  both of them committed criminal  misconduct and 

cheated the  ASCARD  bank   and obtained undue pecuniary advantage. 

From the evidence on  record  it has come out that  Mukibur Rahaman 

was attached to  Imran  Shah  during the relevant  point of time  and 

Imran Shah dealt with the loan file  of Samsher Ali  alongwith other 

officials of the ASCARD  bank .      Though the role played by  Imran 

Shah creates suspicion   but according to me 

the evidences on record are not sufficient  to prove the allegations against him.

23.                 In   view of the above,  accused  Imran  Shah   is acquitted  from 

the  charges   on  benefit  of  doubt   and set  at  liberty  forthwith  .    However 

accused   Mukibur Rahaman  is  found guilty  and he is convicted  U/S  419/420 

IPC  and  U/S  13(2)  r/w  Sec. 13(1) (d)  of the PC Act, 1988.  The accused is 

heard   and his  statement   is  recorded in   separate   sheet  of  paper   on  the 

question  of  sentence.   Considering  the submission of the accused  and the 

nature  and gravity  of offence  accused  Mukibur  Rahaman is sentenced with 

2(two)  years rigorous  imprisonment  u/s 419 IPC     and   further  3(three) 

years   rigorous   imprisonment   and  with  fine  of   Rs.  50,000/-  (Rs.  Fifty 

thousand)  i/d  six months  rigorous imprisonment  u/s  420  IPC.  Accused 

Mukibur  Rahaman  is also  sentenced  with   one  year rigorous  imprisonment 

U/S 13(2) / 13(1)(d)  of the PC  Act, 1988.  All the  imprisonment  shall run 

concurrently.  Period  in  hazot  is to be set off.
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24.             The judgement  is pronounced  in the open court  on this  16 th  day of 

August, 2013 .   

25.               Furnish  a copy of  judgment  to  convicted  accused  Mukibur 

Rahaman  free  of  cost.                                    

                                                                     Special   judge,    CBI, 

                                                                        Assam,  Guwahati.
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